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Reduce uncomfortable pinching and the development of blisters and calluses that can result from regular weight lifting with Gold’s Gym Men’s
Tacky Gloves. Tacky palms and fingers allow you to maintain a more secure grip on your barbell, dumbbell, kettlebell, or weight plate than
traditional weight lifting gloves. Available in a variety of sizes, these weight lifting gloves feature ventilated stretch mesh that will form to your
hand and provide a snug, comfortable fit for a variety of users. The breathable design keeps your hands cool and reduces the amount of sweat
buildup throughout your workout. A finger pull tab allows you to easily pull your gloves off after your workout and throw them back into your gym
bag for next time. Gold’s Gym Tacky weight lifting gloves can increase your grip strength, allow you to carry heavier weight without worrying
about slippage, and protect your hands from developing uncomfortable calluses, blisters, and bruises. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
16,90 €

Discount -5,00 €

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerGold's Gym 

Description Ventilated Stretch Mesh Your hands can stay cool in the lightweight fabric as it stretches to fit snugly on your hand Ensure a secure
fit while enjoying premium breathability Tacky Palm for Improved Grip The tacky palm helps to prevent blisters, provides extra grip, and creates
more stability and security while you lift Half Finger Design A half finger design improves the breathability of your gloves, allows you to feel the
weight bar in your hands, and reduces uncomfortable pinching Exercise Gloves Built with Finger Pull Tab Easily slip the gloves off after you
finish exercising with the built-in finger pull tab Available in Small, Medium, and Large Sizes Pick the size that will provide you with the best fit
Model #: WGGTGL15 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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